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11.00

Yell

11.30
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12.00

Smart Works
Health Education
England

12.30

The Omni Group

Find out why Yell is #morethanajob. Voted Glassdoor Best Place to Work three years
in a row, it’s no wonder why a sales career with Yell is like no other! Find out what
makes us a life changing career choice and how to get a job with Yell.
Five Secrets to Interview Success. How to impress employers and get the job.
Trainee Nursing Associate Apprentice: learn and earn your way to a career in
nursing. No previous nursing experience required, just the passion to succeed. Find
out more on how you can earn and study towards a foundation degree.
The Journey to becoming Housekeeper of the Future. Learn about who we are,
our vision and values and how you can embark on the journey to becoming a
Housekeeper of the Future with the company through natural progression or
on our Housekeeping Academy Programs, along with seeing the career map of
Housekeeping.
Career progression and personal development in the Ambulance Service. Come
along and hear about the exciting and varied career pathways available within the
Ambulance Service, ongoing professional development opportunities and hear real
stories about progression.
Hilton Presents: Preparing for a Job Interview in Hospitality. Join Hilton’s Assistant
Recruitment Manager who will show you how to put your best foot forward and
leave a lasting impression in an interview for Hilton.
Why choose a a career in childcare? The benefits of working in childcare and the
benefits of working with Hungry Caterpillars.
How to land your dream role. Every career journey starts with a great application.
This seminar will explore how you can set yourself up for success through all stages
of a recruitment process, from online application through to telephone interview
and assessment centre.
Firefighter. It means so much more. Would you like to work in the community and
save lives? Learn about the fire fighter role and gain hints and tips on structured
interviews and group exercises relevant to any role as well as discovering other jobs
within the brigade
Your Career with Hakkasan Group – where can it take you? Discover how at
Hakkasan Group, a career within Hospitality can lead to a lifetime of opportunities
around the world, thanks to the exceptional training and development programs
accessible to employees at all levels.
Five Secrets to Interview Success. How to impress employers and get the job.
Immersed in Industry: studying within a FTSE 100 company. Pearson College
London is part of the only FTSE 100 company in the UK currently delivering degrees
and we place industry engagement at the core of everything that we do. In this talk
we will explore how our industry-focused approach to teaching equips you with
the skills and knowledge that will be invaluable for your career!

Kam Bamrah,
Professional
Speaker,
Canary Talk
Alex McIntyre
(Recruitment
Manager) &
Laura Murphy
(Returner),
Sky

How To Create a 10/10 CV. The fundamentals behind
getting your CV to the top of a pile, supported with
Case Studies and Live CV reviews for those that bring
their CV along!
Returning to Work after a Career Break? Alex
McIntyre (Recruitment Manager, Sky) and Laura
Murphy (participant of Sky’s Returner Programme)
are offering insight into the reality of returning to
work and the support Laura received from Sky to
rebuild her confidence and find a career that works
for her and her family.
When is it the right time to return to work and
how to make the transition easier. Exploring the
questions and challenges that face everyone who
is looking to step back into a career. Is now the right
time? Where do I start? How do I balance going back
into work with my commitments outside of work?
What do people really think?
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Managing
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Make me a
video CV

After the break – building confidence and starting
your new career. Advice on how Jo returned
to work after a three year career break and how
Barclays’ Encore! Programme helped her transition
into a dynamic new role that allows her to raise a
family.
Mental Health in the Workplace. Tips to manage
your wellbeing and evidence of what works/what
doesn’t when returning to the workplace. Returning
to work after a long break, whether due to illness,
caring responsibilities or other reasons, can be
exciting and rewarding. But the transition can also
be challenging and stressful. Looking after your
mental health when you return to work, especially in
those first few weeks and months, is essential. In this
session I will share proven tips to help you prepare
for your return, and manage your wellbeing as you
navigate your new role.
How recruiters screen your CV with tips to get your
CV into the ‘interview’ pile. Looking at how the
screening process works in different organizations
and the techniques you can apply to be shortlisted.
How can you get the edge during screening and
create a CV showing the ‘real you’ that will land you
the interview.
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Five Secrets to Interview Success. How to impress employers and get the job.
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A Career in Childcare. Whether you are thinking about your next steps after leaving
school or a complete career change, we’ve got all the information you need about a
career in childcare!
The Journey to becoming Housekeeper of the Future. Learn about who we are, our vision
and values and how you can embark on the journey to becoming a Housekeeper of the
Future with the company through natural progression or on our Housekeeping Academy
Programs, along with seeing the career map of Housekeeping.
Trainee Nursing Associate Apprentice: learn and earn your way to a career in
nursing. No previous nursing experience required, just the passion to succeed. Find
out more on how you can earn and study towards a foundation degree.
How to Drop the 9 - 5… and live your dream. You will hear from someone who has
left the traditional 9-5 career behind and opted for life on the road. He lives and
works abroad and hasn’t looked back.
Firefighter. It means so much more. Would you like to work in the community and
save lives? Learn about the fire fighter role and gain hints and tips on structured
interviews and group exercises relevant to any role as well as discovering other jobs
within the brigade
‘A coffee a day…’ From Barista – to Chartered Surveyor: Start your career in
hospitality and see where it can take you.
How to land your dream role. Every career journey starts with a great application.
This seminar will explore how you can set yourself up for success through all stages
of a recruitment process, from online application through to telephone interview and
assessment centre.
Five Secrets to Interview Success. How to impress employers and get the job.
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Second Chances. You might think its too late to get into education/ change career but we
are here today to give you that second chance!
Hilton Presents: Preparing for a Job Interview in Hospitality.
Join Hilton’s Assistant
Recruitment Manager who will show you how to put your best foot forward and leave a
lasting impression in an interview for Hilton.
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How To Create a 10/10 CV: The fundamentals
behind getting your CV to the top of a pile,
supported with Case Studies and Live CV reviews for
those that bring their CV along!
Honest Mum’s Guide to Surviving and Thriving at
Work and at Home. UK Blogger Honest Mum (Vicki
Psarias) will be providing a quickfire masterclass on
how to survive and thrive both at the workplace and
at home. The talk will touch on everything from the
barriers faced by Mother’s in the workplace, to how
you can regain your confidence after pregnancy to
find a career that works both for you and your family.
How recruiters screen your CV with tips to get your
Robert Lee,
Managing Director, CV into the ‘interview’ pile. Looking at how the
screening process works in different organizations
Make me a
video CV
and the techniques you can apply to be shortlisted.
How can you get the edge during screening and
create a CV showing the ‘real you’ that will land you
the interview.
Break
Kam Bamrah,
Professional
Speaker,
Canary Talk

How To Create a 10/10 CV: The fundamentals
behind getting your CV to the top of a pile,
supported with Case Studies and Live CV reviews for
those that bring their CV along!

